DORADO®
SUCTION-SIDE INGROUND POOL CLEANER
SURPRISINGLY SIMPLE, POWERFUL CLEANING.

For a cleaner pool you can see and feel.

The Dorado® Suction-Side Inground Pool Cleaner is the solution to getting your pool sparkling clean. Just attach the hose, and its unique Bristle-Drive™ Technology goes to work scrubbing tough dirt from pool surfaces. Both small and large debris disappear into the oversized vacuum inlet for a complete and uninterrupted cleaning.

UNINTERRUPTED CLEANING
Oscillator powers the SmartTrac™ Programmed Steering

CLEANS FASTER
15-inch-wide bristle scrubbers cover more of your pool in a single pass
FAST, EASY ATTACHMENT
A simple hose connection, and Dorado is ready to go.

DEBRIS CAN’T HIDE
Bristle-Drive Technology combines deep-cleaning scrubbing action and a powerful, oversized vacuum inlet.

15-Inch-Wide Cleaning Path
Captures more dirt and debris in a single pass for a faster clean.

Oversized Vacuum Inlet
Devours small and large debris.

SmartTrac Programmed Steering
Navigates around pool obstacles for uninterrupted cleaning.
The TradeGrade family of products is exclusively made for and sold by the world’s most demanding pool professionals.